Abstract: The fusing of arts enriches a spectacular setting for all human feelings to thrive and express themselves. The theatre in the arts and the art in the theatre, a sublime melding of purity and mystery, speaks striking truths for those with ears to hear them. "The floors" of theatres today enjoy classical dramatic pieces, as well as the staging of experiments, which in my opinion are a real necessity for the entire development of the creative human spirit. The need for free speech and expression gives us motivation to explore the meaning of the term "classical". The latest trends in the art of modern dance are represented by a return to expression and theatricality, the narrative genre, as well as the historical account of the development of the plot, the restoration interventions in spoken word, chanting and singing; the concepts of art are undergoing a full recovery.
The fusing of arts enriches a spectacular setting for all human feelings to thrive and express themselves. The theatre in arts and the art in the theatre are a sublime melding of purity and mystery, speaking striking truths for those with ears to hear them.
"The floors" of theatres today enjoy classical dramatic pieces, as well as the staging of experiments, which in my opinion are a real necessity for the entire development of the creative human spirit.
The need for free speech and expression gives motivation for us to explore the meaning of the term "classical".
The latest trends in the art of modern dance are represented by a return to expression and theatricality, the narrative genre, as well as the historical account of the development of the plot, the restoration interventions in spoken word, chanting and singing; the concepts of art are undergoing a full recovery. Stemming from this need of man to feel understood and to understand his surroundings, he has created and drafted performances, also larger-scale experiments.
The fusion of the arts enriches a spectacular setting where all human feelings can express themselves.
The spectator, through quick perceptions, experiences the emotion and divisions in their own life. Turmoil, anguish, joy and ecstasy seethe in bodies interpreted through their devotion to the creative act, transmit energies which are administered to their memories. The shock by which "clichés of the theatre" display their innovations without restraint or censorship, direct and mark the public, shaping their feelings of both past and present times.
The multitude of images and the enhancement of reality through movement, spoken word and non-harmonic sounds highlight the freedom and ease within these projects and of the shows and of the experiments that are emerging with enthusiasm and determination.
Man and nature have been entangled in a fusion of power and ecstasy since the Neolithic Age. Both the defence instinct and the fertility of primitive man were immortalised in drawings on cave walls. Emblematic of this is an expressive image depicting a naked man surrounded by a group of dancing women that was found at El Cogul in Spain.
The rituals performed and the struggles with nature, which call for different rhythms in their creations, using with hands, feet or implements (such as stones and sticks, etc.), are the primary manifestations of the Neolithic man's search for meaning in creation. It is said in Indian mythology that the god Shiva, the lord of darkness, danced and created the world as a result. Imitating animals was a starting point in the development of corporeal expression. The sun and moon inspired forms of rituals and 'kolo', a type of dancing of Palaeolithic origin which remains a habit for the Slavs near the Adriatic Sea. The prrimitive men's dance began to give them pleasure and joy, and, in time, the women and children were allowed to watch and accompany the men, participating in the aesthetic manifestations.
Later, starting with the advent of the recognition of the differences between people, the individual slave was about to meet his master's wants, no matter what clothes he was wearing: be he a community leader, Pharaoh or god. If, for example, they were executed within the circle dances, the body movements change to point to the spectators. Then, there appeared special schools where slaves were taught rituals dedicated to the gods or to receive invitations to the royal festivities. Euripides described the dancing maenads of Dionysus as a flagship of euphoria which marks suggestive expressive body burning with a desire to dance "into the night hours".
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The interweaving of dance, music and poetry is rooted in the poetry and choral verse of Thaletas. The Folk dance mobilized the text and appearance of the word coming from the Greek khoros, which means to dance. The Poets danced and mimicked their creations during official ceremonies and private celebrations.
The flute and guitar accompanied these harmonious aesthetic manifestations. Subsequently, the poets, including Pindar, dealt personally with the choir, their costumes and dances. The Orchestra is the term that defined the music, poetry, dance and pantomime, and by the age of sixteen, in Athens or Sparta, children had to study this total form of expression. The Dionysian improvisations found another mode, and the satyrs evolved into the first actors. Gradually, the dance became a segment of a performance, harmoniously intertwining with the other arts, and thus came forth the tragedy. The qualities of the Poets were those of dancers and musicians. The poet Frinicus, for example, used body movements as the main means of expression. In Rome, pantomime has enjoyed great success at the expense of dance, which was later accepted and incorporated. The stagnation of these forms occurred with the advent of Christianity, and then with the spreading of religion, when they were relocated into the context of the church, as artistic events.
Dance, poetry, mime and pantomime, as with other arts, are rooted in the human soul. For the soul, there is no primitivism. The First Dance Academy that brought together dance, poetry and music was created by poet Jean-Antoine de Baifa in 1571, in service to Charles IX, who approved them.
"De Baif thought, starting from the equivalent time of steps and notes, that he could translate the various modern dance rhythms of the Greek metric and place in harmony with the dancers' gestures and steps choruses that were sung." 2 After the brief overview of the history of art above, we find that this total form of expression of body and soul in perfect harmony, singing and speech, has existed for so long as man tried to find himself. With time, the dancing and the music were refined, appearing then in different styles and shapes, with theatrical grandeur, climbing to the heights of creation. Even if the ages were challenged, sublime art conquered through its nobility and beauty, constituting everything we know today as performance shows. Since the Neolithic, uncizelled arts have communicated and made man one with nature. A notable man with a broad vision on the connection between music, theatre, dance and ballet was Jean-Baptiste Poquelin Molière, who, in collaboration with Jean-Baptiste Lully, a composer of Italian origin, staged comedy-ballets, so up-to-date in contemporary times as well. The stagings symbolised the splendor of that time and were designed to ridicule, provoke humor, and expose social abuses.
What is modern art? In theatre, we have returned to the origins and major dramatists have used the colours of the spirit, people's anxieties and frustrations, like a magic wand in their relationship with the audience.
In one form or another, with the advent of the avant-garde, the perfect intuition was developed in dramatic parts by Swedish writer, August Strindberg, and also by Frank Wedekind, a German writer, marking the successful development of expressionism in the Dance of Death, The Ghost Sonata and Lulu -A tragedy. The return to mythological themes, rituals, even giving up on tradition and conformity, led to new controversies and a lack of confidence, to heavier penalties under the constraints of the Western societies of the 1900s.
However, the story of human darkness, fear, despair, struggle with self, death and loneliness among playwrights had a monopoly on truth which revealed human destiny. Theatre from arts and art from theatre, the sublime melding of purity and mystery, spoke of striking truths. Theatres today enjoy classical dramatic pieces, as well as mounting experiments, which, in my opinion, are a real necessity for the entire development of the creative human spirit.
The focus will be on conveying emotions and inner feelings through movement, the subjects of performances reflecting contemporaneity through social and political themes, dance is theatrical as expression and as experience. The costume is transformed, there is dancing barefoot, in unconventional places, borrowing principles of the creation of music, painting, and cinema. The origins of modern dance and its motivations for movements, the first delvings into the creation of a modern dance alternate between balance and imbalance, the voltage oscillating through sitting on rhythmic variations that can illustrate and extend the primary pulse of the movement.
The latest trends in the art of modern dance are represented by returning to expression and theatricality, to the narrative genre, and to the historical account of the development of the plot, to the restoration of spoken or sung interventions, to the recovery of the concept of total art. "The concern for discussing current problems of choreography led, in 1960, to the organisation of a festival of intriguing contemporary ballet to which there were invited choreographers and other people of the arts from many different countries. Taking the theme of 'Ballet and Timeliness', this meeting discussed the musical genre and the inheritance of classical ballet, which raised interesting issues in terms of the installation and interpretation of dance and the language of contemporary ballet concerning the problem of conductors specializing in musical ballet, etc."
At present, after a time, the artistic pyramid of conglomerates displays various structures and highlights the successful interference of each creative individual.
As a form of entertainment, the music hall was developed in 1830 and had great success in the years 1860-1950. The first events were held in homes and bars, for which there was built a small stage for actors and singers. Owing to the sale of drinks and cigarettes, employers demolished the original constructions and built larger spaces. There appeared in England the Music Hall which aroused the attention of Americans who had promoted this type of show, as Concert Saloons, and then in the years 1880 -1930 In the US, the latter name was synonymous with entertainmentBurlesque. Canterbury music hall in London was the most famous theatre for shows of this kind. It has been renovated three times, and after being destroyed in a German bombardment in 1942, was not rebuilt. The hits "Champagne Charlie" (1867) and "Glorious Beer" (1895) have resulted in the identity of the genre. "Pub Song" is another name attributed to the genre, and between 1890-1920, there are influences present from Ragtime Jazz. The most important actors launched their careers successfully participating in this kind of show: Gracie Fields, George Formby and Max Miller.
Music-Hall performances survived after the war, but the number of spectators declined drastically. The emergence of variety theatres and the prohibition of alcohol and cigarettes in large performance halls have contributed to the decline of the music-hall performances.
Many sources claim that jazz dance emerged in America, but in reality, the historical truth is quite different. The first form of manifestation of jazz dance style appeared in Africa, among the slaves who were kept in bondage and were forced to keep fit. Thus appeared the first movements of jazz in the late 1800s. Slave traders enabled these slaves, when travelling to America, to dance.
The first officially recognized jazz dancer was Joe Frisco, who emerged during 1910. America has helped develop this style of dance, and Africans continued to refine their movements on the plantations where they worked. European practice borrowed technical elegance. Once it had gained traction, jazz enjoyed a remarkable popularity in bars and nightclubs, and began to be taught in studios. In 1940, applications for teaching this style of dance studios grew remarkably, competing even with classical ballet. These acts of vaudeville expanded into musical comedies and Broadway shows. Jazz has given modern greats in the field of choreography, for example, Bob Fosse. For a more effective teaching, many teachers have resorted to classical ballet technique, which allows the body to develop harmoniously if practiced correctly. Another important feature is the high level of improvisation that allows dancers to adjust their movements according to their personalities.
It must be acknowledged that, over time, these styles of dance have lost contact with their true origins, adapting to the requirements of the audience. Pure jazz, modern contemporary dance and lyrical are confused even today. To preserve the authenticity and purity of each dance style, they should not be derived from other genres. As Romanian folklore should keep its historical roots, we should respect each technique and each people who have developed their own dance technique. Energetic and exciting, jazz has spread with amazing rapidity over the twentieth century. Nowadays it is one of the most used techniques in modern dance studios.
The impetus for exploring the meaning of 'classic' in terms of dance, is to examine the need to let free speech and expression breathe. Seasoning roots, allowing artistic forms both grotesque and bitter currently, labelled a public performance in unconventional spaces. It is an agreeable development that currently these projects can be enjoyed in bars, cafes, parks, restaurants, metro and even on the street. Man needs to feel understood, among created and drafted performances, large-scale experiments within his own environment.
A few years ago, in my BA exam performance, I attempted to translate ideas and feelings accumulated during one project-experiment that successfully combined theatre, dance, music and film projections. As noted above, the main engine of creation has been today's society as well as the life stories that mark our existence. I will present briefly the libretto of the show, Strip Yourself of the Past, a story brimming with stories.
The choreographical creation entitled Strip Yourself of the Past is a story inspired by everyday life, a story that captures the metamorphosis of the main characters through the course of its dramaturgical concept.
We meet the main characters of this show, two children who spend the most innocent stage of their lives in a hospital, marked by strong suffering, but surrounded by the purity of childhood. They experience intense feelings without duplicity, suggested by the presence of features as a metaphorical burden, the doll and a dissonant piano... sounds that point to pain, they are subject to a painful ordeal through their unwilling participation in the game of fate.
The inevitable happens over time, as they touch the cruelty of the world, where there occurs a dismantling of moral standards, poised between good and evil, moral and immoral, between the innocence of childhood and adolescence, a duplicity between the power to defeat or be defeated. The teenager manages to escape the cobweb of life, as a symbol of motherhoodbeing born, the child gives him the power to break with the past, to face life with dignity. This reveals him as a solid man within a bleak picture, a man of means without a private soul, without feelings and dominated by violent impulses, with an evil imprint on his face dictating how he should behave. Interacting, living and ending with an unknown man who embodies the same typology of the streets.
Finally, just as the whole concept of dramatic dance oscillates between good and evil, strength and power to overcome destiny, between death and the symbol of motherhood -the child she bears gives her the power to break away from her past, to confront life with dignity. The question remains: will she be able to face her destiny?
It begins with the challenge of the first movement, in time the whole mental construct must find material consistency, aesthetic and expressive when all logic and reason are forced to recede to an area of compromise, instinct and pleasure of dance, to pass because finally dance must remain the expression of a tangible manifestation of spontaneity. By merging the arts, the vibration and energy of the concept can reach unknown heights in the creative journey. Subtlety and finesse that can reveal the show to the audience are infinite and undress modestly through realities and unspoken truths. These show-experiments will make history and will open horizons for creative freedom. Beyond the concept, dance theatre trembles, undulates and harmonizes the fighting force which holds an echo from ancient times.
Art's generator is the human heart itself, linked to the nature of an overwhelming reaction. Primitivism in partisan skeleton voices of creative words, packaged collections of bodily senses. The cohesion of dance and theatre in the powerful swaying of notes on the scale has moved, along time, along with concepts that save us from the quotidian. Suppliers of emotion, they have travelled across centuries of war and piece, developing with refinement spiritual pieces, emblems of the purity of the soul, which bears inner sound.
